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Interaention' We already have him. We've got Pompidou'

Jacques Lacan; You actually think you have a master with Pompidou! Well? But

what are you talking about . . . I too would like to ask some questions.

For whom here does the word "liberal" have a meaning?

Interuention' Pompidou is a liberal, Lacan too.

Jacques Lacan; I am liberal, l ike everyone else, only in so far as I am anti-

progressive. With the single modification that I am caught in a movement

which deserves to be called progressive, for it is progressive to see the discourse

of psychoanalysis achieve its foundation in so far as it completes the circle that

might perhaps allow you to situate what precisely is at stake, what it is that you

are rebelling against. Which will not at all prevent it from continuing, smash-

ingly well. And the first to collaborate with it, and right here at Vincennes,

u.. yo,r, for you fulfi l l  the role of the helots of this regime. You don't know

what that means either? The regime puts you on display; it says: "Watch them

fuck ."
Wel l .  There i t  is .  So long for today. Bye'

I t 's  over.

Letter of Dissolut ion

December 3, 1969

I speak without the slightest hope-specifically of making myself under-
stood.

I know that I do so-by adding thereto whatever it entails of the uncon-
scious.

That is my advantage over the man who thinks and does not perceive
that, to start with, he speaks. An advantage which I owe solely to my experience.

For in the interval between the word that he misconstrues and what he
believes he renders as thought, man gets bogged down in confusion, which is
no encouragement to him.

So that man thinks feebly, and all the more feebly in that he rages
precisely at getting bogged down in confusion.

There is a problem with the Ecole. It 's no mystery. Consequently, I am
addressing i t ,  none too ear ly.

The problem is revealed as such, at  having a solut ion:  which is a dis-a
dissolut ion.

To be understood as from the Association which gives that Ecole its
jur id ical  status.

That it be enough for one to go away for all to be free is, according to my
Borromean knot,  t rue of  each, but must be so of  mysel f  in my Ecole. l

I resolve myself to it since it would function, were I not to put myself in its
way, contrary to that for which I founded it.

Namely for a labor, I have said as much - which in the field opened up by
Freud restores the cutting edge of his truth-which brings the original praxis
he instituted under the name of psychoanalysis back to the duty incumbent
upon i t  in our wor ld-which, through an assiduous cr i t ique, denounces the
deviations and compromises blunting its progress while degrading its use. An
objective that I maintain.

1. The Borromean knot is a topological structure on which Lacan speculated toward the e nd
of his career: three rings are interconnected in such manner that if one is broken, the other two
are set free.
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That is why I am dissolving. And am not complaining about the so-called
"members of the Ecolen-whom I rather thank, for having been taught by
them, whereof I failed-that is, got bogged down in confusion.

That teaching is precious to me. I am profit ing from it.

In other words, I persevere.
And call to an association once again those who, thisJanuary 1980, want

to go with Lacan.
Let a written candidacy allow them to be known forthwith by me. In ten

days, in order to cut short the prevalent feebleness, I shall publish the first ad-
herents to which I shall agree, as commitments to "assiduous criticism" of what-
ever in the order of "deviations and compromises" the EFP IEcole Freudienne
de Paris] has nourished.

Demonstrating through acts that it is not of their doing that my Ecole
would be an Institution, the effect of a consolidated group, at the expense of the
discursive effect expected from an experiment, when it is Freudian. One knows
what price was paid for Freud's having permitted the psychoanalytic group to
win out over discourse, becoming a Church.

The International, since such is its name, is no more than the symptom of
what Freud expected of it. But i l is not what weighs in the balance. It 's the
Church, the true one, which supports Marxism insofar as it gives the Church
new blood . . of renewed meaning. Why not psychoanalysis, when it 'veers
toward meaning?

I am not saying that out of vain banter. The stability of religion stems
from the fact that meaning is always religious.

Whence my obst inacy on the path of  mathemes-which,doesn' t  stop a
thing, but bears witness to what would be needed to bring the analyst to the
heel of his function.2

If I perseverefpbre-siairc: severe-father], it is because the experiment com-
pleted calls for a compensatory counter-experiment.

I don't need many. And there are many whom I don't need.
I am abandoning them here so that they may show me what they can do,

aside from burden me and turn to water a teaching in which everything has
been carefully weighed.

Will those whom I admit with me do any better? At least they can avail
themselves of the fact that I am giving them the chance.

2. "Matheme'-echoing in part Ldvi-Strauss's mytheme, in part the Greek malhema (knowl-
edge) - was the un-stable term around which Lacan organized his reflections on the extra-analytic
transmissability of what is otherwise ineffable in psychoanalytic experrence.

The Directorate of the EFp, as I composed it, wil l expedite whatever cur_
rent business continues to drag on until an extraordin iry _because final _
meeting, called at the proper legal time, procedes to the ar""lrrtior, ;; l; ' ;;"p-
erty, as appraised by the treasurers.

Guitrancourt,  Janusrv 5. l9B0


